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In the 1980s, Kiewiet and McCubbins changed the study of executive-legislative bargaining with the publication of their bilateral veto bargaining games, models inspired by Romer and Rosenthal's (1978) earlier "setter" model. Using spatial logic, McCubbins (1985, 1988) found that the veto was a conditional tool; it enabled the executive to limit policy change, but it did little to help the executive advance it. Their work gave rise to a large literature on veto bargaining, discussed below.
Alongside this veto bargaining literature, another body of research has asked whether item vetoes can be expected to have a different effect than full vetoes. In a classic work, Carter and Schap (1990) argued that the item veto differs from the full veto only in rare "select settings." Even in those settings, they argued, the item veto's effect differs only slightly from the full veto's. This finding led to their memorable lament, "Line-item veto, where is thy sting?"-a lament that has yet to receive a satisfying response. Contrary to what the item veto's proponents might expect 1 , then, existing research suggests that the item veto has little effect.
As will be shown below, however, these lackluster findings about the item veto arise as an artifact of an overly constraining modeling assumption about dimensionality. In dealing with full vetoes, the original Kiewiet-McCubbins model assumed that policy bargaining would occur in a unidimensional space-that is, along a single liberal-conservative ideological continuum. In dealing with item vetoes, the Carter-Schap model allowed only for a two-dimensional bargaining space. Subsequent work on full and item vetoes has continued to assume either a unidimensional (e.g. Cameron 2001; Matthews 1989; Kousser and Phillips 2008) or two-dimensional (e.g. Duggan et al. 2008; Schap 1988) space. 2 This simplifying assumption has led to valuable insights, but it has also led to an underestimate of the item veto's importance. Executives endowed with an item veto have the power to force legislatures to break up a multidimensional omnibus bill into its constituent parts. The item veto's most important role, then, is to reduce dimensionality. To fully appreciate its effect, we must begin with a fully multidimensional model of veto bargaining and see how introducing the item veto changes it.
I begin by extending the standard unidimensional model of (full) veto bargaining into a multidimensional space in which an arbitrary number of unrelated issues are considered in a single omnibus bill. As dimensionality increases, the model shows that veto bargaining increasingly favors the legislature at the executive's expense. Legislatures get more of what they want-and executives get less of what they want-when legislatures can force executives to veto or accept several unrelated issues at once in an omnibus bill. I then show that introducing an item veto weakens the legislature by removing these advantages, producing the same end result as unidimensional bargaining. Like Carter and Schap, I find that the item veto's effect differs from the veto's only in certain circumstances-but I then present computer simulations showing that those circumstances arise frequently, rendering the item veto a potent weapon for the executive.
Traditional Models of the Full Veto
The basic conclusions of the Kiewiet-McCubbins veto models can be derived from five simple assumptions. First, a unitary legislature proposes a change to the status quo, which a veto-2 An important exception: Indridason (2011) presents a special multidimensional case where the first dimension resembles the liberal-conservative dimension and each additional dimension-one for each legislative districtrepresents pork for each individual district. Dearden and Husted (1993) also take a somewhat multidimensional view of the item veto; rather than ask whether it reduces aggregate spending, they instead suggest that it can cause spending to be reallocated among different spending categories.
wielding governor accepts or rejects. For convenience, I refer to these players as a feminine governor and a masculine legislature. 3 Second, players have symmetrical, single-peaked (i.e.
Euclidean) preferences contingent only on policy outcomes. Third, players have complete information about each other's preferences and the location of the status quo. Fourth, the game has only two steps (proposal and veto) and is non-repetitive. And fifth, all bargaining occurs within a unidimensional space.
When these conditions obtain, the three situations depicted in Figure 1 (and their redundant mirror images) capture all possible bargaining situations. For each issue i, G i and L i denote the locations of the governor's and legislature's respective ideal points, SQ i denotes the status quo, 4 and P i denotes the legislature's optimal proposal. Nature assigns the locations of G i , L i , and SQ i . Point G i` denotes the point that is exactly as far from G i as SQ i is but in the opposite direction. Given Euclidean preferences, the governor will veto any proposal that is further from G i than SQ i is; that is, she will veto any proposal outside the dashed line delimited by SQ i and G i`. She will passively accept any proposal that is on or between SQ i and G i`.
[ Figure 1 about here]
With the governor's strategy known, we turn now to the legislature's equilibrium strategy. The legislature needs to position P i such that (a) it is as close to L i as possible (to ensure utility gain) and (b) it is no further from G i than SQ i is (to avoid a veto). With Issue 1, L 1 lies 3 The unitary legislature's ideal point may reflect the median legislator (Krehbiel 1998) or the median member of the majority party McCubbins 1993, 2005) . The specific identify of the pivotal legislator is irrelevant here. 4 The status quo is more accurately conceived of as the "reversion point," or the policy that will obtain if the legislature and governor fail to agree. When bargaining over a regulatory policy, failure by the governor and legislature to agree results in a continuation of the status quo. But when bargaining over a budget, failure to agree may result in a government shutdown instead of in a continuation of existing spending levels. The logic presented here works in either context, with the provision that Figure 1 's "Issue 3" will never occur if the reversion point is a government shutdown.
beyond G 1`. Rather than propose his ideal point and attract a veto, the legislature moderates his proposal so that the governor will be indifferent between it and the status quo. Using unidimensional models like these, Kiewiet and McCubbins showed that the (full)
veto is a conditional tool. It enables the governor to moderate the legislature's excesses (under "compromise" and "stalemate"), but it does not enable the governor to push the legislature further than it wants to go (as in "legislative dominance"). Moreover, the veto can work its magic without ever being used; because of complete information, the legislature can always finesse its proposal so as to barely avoid a veto. The five assumptions listed above are sufficient to produce these findings, although later work has shown that not all five are necessary. 5 Nevertheless, I will retain all these assumptions except unidimensionality to keep my model as simple and straightforward as possible.
5 Matthews (1989) , for example, shows that costless rhetoric and veto threats can compensate for incomplete information. Ingberman and Yao (1991) added a third stage to the model by allowing the governor to make a public (costly) veto threat prior to the legislature's proposal, which increases the governor's return but leaves the basic conclusion about conditionality intact. Taking the opposite tack, Groseclose and McCarty (2001) argued that public pressures may lead a president to accept an otherwise objectionable bill to signal voters that he or she is moderate. Cameron (2001) made the game repetitive and added a third player, the veto override pivot, to show that governors might strategically veto an acceptable bill in an effort to get the legislature to propose an even better offer in the next round. In all these extensions, however, the basic insight remains: Vetoes are a conditional tool that can be used to limit the legislature more than to prod it.
The Problem with Unidimensionality
Like many assumptions employed in quality research, the unidimensionality assumption is useful but not realistic. Bills are unidimensional only if they make changes to a single discrete policy, such as the tobacco tax rate or the legality of partial-birth abortion. Responding to Ford's veto, Congress soon passed a nearly identical bill; spending levels remained unchanged, but the base closure clause was modified. Ford promptly signed it.
One can easily find other anecdotes where an executive considered vetoing an entire bill only because it included some relatively minor provisions unrelated to the bill's broader purposes. Like Ford, George W. Bush vetoed a defense authorization bill over a minor provision;
like Ford, Bush later signed a nearly identical bill with the offending provision removed. At this point, it is worth clarifying what constitutes an issue "dimension." The fact that two issues appear unrelated-say, the tax rate on cigarettes versus funding to build a new freeway-does not necessarily mean that they represent different issue dimensions. In this example, both issues might provoke arguments about the appropriate size of government, whether on the taxation side or on the spending side. If so, then both issues are battles over the same underlying concern. But to the extent that they reflect different underlying concernsconcern about health (for tobacco taxes) versus concern about infrastructure and commerce (for the freeway)-then the two issues do represent distinct underlying policy dimensions. Issue dimensions commonly encountered in American politics include hawkish versus dovish foreign policy; passive versus active governmental involvement in the economy; moral regulation versus permissiveness (abortion, homosexuality); local versus centralized control (states' rights);
passive versus active protection of the environment; punitive versus rehabilitative approaches to crime; and so on. 7 Being liberal on one of these dimensions does not logically require a person to also be liberal on the others.
When the simple unidimensional model is extended to the sort of multidimensional situation that Ford encountered, we find that legislatures can increase their influence over policy outcomes at the governor's expense by bundling issues together-especially if the governor lacks an item veto. To show that this is the case, we must consider two separate questions. First, we must consider each player's equilibrium strategies when any n issues are handled in a single (n-dimensional) bill. As this discussion will show, the item veto's effect differs from the full veto's only in certain circumstances, consistent with Carter and Schap's findings. This leads to the second question: How frequently do those circumstances arise? In contrast to Carter and Schap's hunch, I find that these circumstances actually arise frequently.
Equilibrium strategies in multidimensional bargaining
In the multidimensional game, G, L, SQ, and P have the same meaning as above, except they are now defined as coordinate vectors in n-dimensional space, with n chosen by nature. For example, G is located at (g 1 , g 2 , g 3, …, g n ), L is located at (l 1 , l 2 , l 3, …, l n ), and so on. As before, nature assigns the locations of G, L, and SQ; the legislature chooses the n-dimensional coordinates of P, which the governor vetoes or accepts. Figure 2 shows the three general variants of this game. (Although the illustration uses only two dimensions, the logic given in text is general to arbitrary n.) Within each situation i, the governor is indifferent between SQ i and any equidistant point, as represented by the circular indifference curve.
[ Figure 2 about here]
In each situation, the shaded rectangle shows the range of legislative proposals that the governor would accept under unidimensional bargaining. If issue X (the x-axis) and issue Y (the y-axis) were addressed separately, the governor would restrict movement on issue X to the range delimited by the rectangle's width, and she would restrict movement on issue Y to the range delimited by the rectangle's height. In Situation 1, P 1U shows the cumulative result of separate (unidimensional) bargaining over these two issues. Note that it lies on the edge of the shaded rectangle at the point closest to L 1 . In higher dimensionality, the rectangle would be replaced by an n-dimensional hyperrectangle. But even in higher dimensionality, the cumulative result of unidimensional bargaining over each of the n issues would still be the point along the hyperrectangle's surface that is closest to the legislature's ideal point.
When issues X and Y are addressed simultaneously rather than separately, however, the shaded rectangle becomes irrelevant. Because the governor is indifferent between the status quo and any equidistant point, the governor's indifference curve in each situation i is represented by the circle passing tangentially through SQ i with G i at the center. In higher dimensionality, the governor's indifference curve would be the surface of an n-sphere rather than the perimeter of a circle. A legislative proposal that is farther from G i than SQ i is-that is, a proposal outside this indifference curve-will attract a veto. A proposal within or along this curve will be allowed to pass into law.
With the governor's strategy known, the legislature's task in each situation i is to make a proposal as close to L i as possible without provoking a veto. In Situation 1, L 1 lies just outside the governor's indifference curve. To prevent a veto, the legislature proposes P 1M , the closest lies at L 2 . If issues X and Y were handled separately, however, the legislature and governor would stalemate on issue X while the legislature would get its exact ideal point on issue Y, eventually resulting in the cumulative unidimensional outcome P 2U . Once again, observe that the governor could induce the legislature to propose the same outcome in multidimensional bargaining if she were empowered with an item veto.
Situation 3 depicts a two-dimensional stalemate, which occurs because SQ 3 lies exactly between G 3 and L 3 -a configuration that becomes extremely improbable as dimensionality rises.
When this configuration obtains, the governor's indifference curve will be exactly tangential to the legislature's indifference curve at the status quo. Whether issues X and Y are handled in sequential unidimensional bargaining or in a single multidimensional bill, the result will be an unchanged status quo.
Like the unidimensional game, then, the multidimensional game takes three general forms: Compromise, legislative dominance, and stalemate. In Situation 3's stalemate, neither the full veto nor the item veto has any effect. In the other two situations, however, the item veto has clear potential to benefit the governor. In Situation 1's compromise, the full veto moderates the legislature's proposal to the edge of the governor's indifference curve (P 1M ), but an item veto would moderate it further by forcing it to the edge of the dashed rectangle (P 1U ). Meanwhile, the item veto's effect is conditional in Situation 2. If L 2 were inside the rectangle, then neither the item veto nor the full veto would have any effect. But because L 2 lies outside the dashed rectangle, then an item veto could force the legislature to settle for P 2U , whereas a full veto has no effect.
How select are the circumstances?
Using somewhat different terminology, Carter and Schap (1990) also produced the same basic finding given above: The item veto's effect differs from the full veto's only in certain circumstances. In each situation in Figure 2 , the full veto will prevent policy from moving beyond the circle's perimeter and the item veto will prevent policy from moving beyond the dashed rectangle's perimeter. The potential effect of the item veto depends on two conditions, then:
• Condition 1: The circle must be much larger than the rectangle, so that there is a wide gap between the edge of the circle and the edge of the rectangle.
• Condition 2: L must be located well outside the rectangle, and in a direction that maximizes any gap between the rectangle's edge and the circle's.
The item veto's effect differs most from the full veto's when there is a large gap between the rectangle's edge and the circle's edge and when L is located outside the circle at a maximal distance from the rectangle's edge. I readily acknowledge that Situation 1 was contrived to show roughly this circumstance. After eyeballing their own two-dimensional model, which resembled Consider again Situation 1 from Figure 2 . As noted earlier, the shaded rectangle shows the range of legislative proposals that the governor would accept if issues X and Y were handled separately. More generally, the governor's range of acceptable outcomes from handling any n issues separately (not simultaneously) can always be plotted as an n-dimensional hyperrectangle.
Each edge of the hyperrectangle captures the range of movement that the governor would find acceptable within that one isolated policy area. By contrast, the circle shows the range of proposals that the governor would be willing to accept if issues X and Y were bundled into a single bill. More generally, the governor's range of acceptable outcomes from handling any n issues simultaneously can always be plotted as an n-sphere centered at point G 1 with a radius equal to the distance between points G 1 and SQ 1 . Note that the n-sphere circumscribes the hyperrectangle, since both shapes share the same center (G 1 ) and both have their farthest point defined by SQ 1 .
Such an n-sphere's volume will always be larger than its bounded n-dimensional hyperrectangle, just as a two-dimensional circle will always be larger than its bounded rectangle.
Because a hyperrectangle always has less volume than its bounding n-sphere, it must be true that the governor will accept a broader range of outcomes if any n issues are addressed simultaneously than if the same n issues are addressed separately. Crucially, however, the minimum ratio between a bounding n-sphere's volume and its bounded hyperrectangle grows with dimensionality, suggesting that the potential effect of an item veto likewise grows with dimensionality. In two dimensions, the minimum ratio between a rectangle's area and its bounding circle's area is 1:1.571, which occurs when the "rectangle" is a perfect square. As the rectangle becomes increasingly elongated, this ratio becomes more extreme. In three dimensions, the minimum ratio between a rectangular box's volume and its circumscribing sphere's is 1:2.721, which likewise occurs when the "box" is a perfect cube. More generally, any bounding n-sphere will have greater volume than the n-hyperrectangle it circumscribes-a point central to the definition of a "bounding" n-sphere-and the minimum ratio between their volumes will climb sharply with n. 
Computer Simulations
Although I have attempted to show mathematically that item vetoes are likely to matter more often than previous work has supposed, formal models alone cannot answer this question.
In particular, consider Condition 2, given above: Item vetoes will differ in their effect from full vetoes only when the players' ideal points fall into certain configurations. Formal models can
show this conditionality to be true, but they do not help us understand how often this condition is met in real life.
To get a feel for how often item vetoes produce a different outcome than full vetoes, I
programmed a computer simulation. In each iteration of the simulation, the governor's and legislature's ideal points and the location of the status quo were assigned an n-dimensional vector of coordinates; each coordinate was an integer randomly drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 100. In each iteration, the simulated legislature would attempt to propose a new policy that would maximize the legislature's utility gain while avoiding a veto by using the strategies derived above. I ran the simulation 100,000 times in one 9 As proof, note that a hypercube of width w has volume w n . Its bounding n-sphere will have radius (nw/4) 1/2 by the Pythagorean Theorem. For even n, the minimum ratio between the n-sphere's volume and a hypercube it bounds is given by 1:(πn/4) n/2 /(n/2)!, which increases without limit as n approaches infinity. For odd n, the minimum ratio is given by 1:(2 (n+1)/2 )(π (n-1)/2 )(0.25n) n/2 /(n!!), which also increases without limit in n.
dimension, 100,000 times in two dimensions, and so on up to ten dimensions, for a total of 1,000,000 distinct trials.
The results are reported in the top half of Table 1 . In unidimensionality, 33.8% of the trials resulted in a stalemate situation where the legislature and governor could not agree on a new policy. Such stalemates almost did not occur in higher dimensionality. 10 As noted earlier, stalemate can occur only if the three assigned points (that is, G, L, and SQ) lie in a perfectly straight line, with SQ in the middle. That alignment becomes extremely unlikely as dimensionality rises.
[ Table 1 about here]
In unidimensionality, 49.7% of the trials found the legislature's ideal point within the governor's indifference curve, allowing the legislature to dominate the process and propose its exact ideal point. Although this outcome occurs at roughly the same frequency even as dimensionality rises, however, the legislature's utility gains from this outcome rise significantly with dimensionality. In unidimensionality, this outcome enabled the legislature to move the status quo an average of 113.9 utils closer to its ideal point 11 ; in two dimensions, the legislature moved the status quo an average of 177.4 utils closer; and with higher dimensionality, the legislature's utility gains continued to rise. By contrast, the governor's gains from bargaining in this situation were almost constant regardless of dimensionality. Clearly, increasing dimensionality benefits the legislature far more than the governor.
In unidimensionality, 16.5% of the trials resulted in a compromise-that is, the legislature proposed a new status quo between the two players' ideal points. Compromise became far more common in multidimensionality, reflecting the drop in stalemates. The legislature's gains from compromise rise rapidly with dimensionality. In unidimensionality, these compromises brought policy an average of 91.4 points closer to the legislature's ideal point. This average remains roughly constant in two dimensions, but it rises sharply with higher dimensionality. 12 By contrast, the governor gains nothing from compromise. As shown in the model above, the legislature compromises by moderating its demands, but it does not offer any utility gain to the governor.
The final two columns are the most important. They show each player's average gain from bundling any n issues into a single multidimensional bill rather than considering those exact same issues sequentially. If the governor would have gained 50 utils through sequential bargaining over two unrelated issues, but she gains only 30 utils when those same issues are handled together, then bundling has cost the governor 20 utils. Because these utils are based on an arbitrary scale, it may be more intuitive to think of this 20 util loss as a 40% decrease from the 50 utils she could have obtained under unidimensionality. The final two columns show how much utility each player gained (or lost) as a result of multidimensionality, on average, as a percent of the utility he or she could have obtained under unidimensionality.
Because an item veto's purpose is to unbundle multidimensional bills into a series of unidimensional bills, these columns show the how the lack of an item veto influences each player's utility. When the legislature bundles any two randomly chosen issues together into a single bill, the governor's utility is (on average) 27.8% lower than if the governor had been able to use an item veto to force those two issues apart. Meanwhile, the legislature's utility is 27.6%
higher. These are large, meaningful effects even in two dimensions. They grow even larger with higher dimensionality.
Of course, the averages in the two rightmost columns include a number of bargaining situations where the item veto's effect did not differ from the full veto's, which surely depresses the averages. Figure 3 explores the item veto's potential effect from a different angle by plotting how frequently the governor gained lost (or gained) utility as a result of bundling in these simulations. In other words, Figure 3 shows exactly how often Conditions 1 and 2 obtained in these simulations. When only two randomly chosen issues are bundled together rather than handled separately, the governor loses utility 50.5% of the time. Stated differently, an item veto would have benefited the governor 50.5% of the time in two-dimensional bargaining. When three randomly-chosen issues are bundled together, an item veto would benefit the governor 75.3% of the time. These frequencies are very high-far higher than Carter and Schap expected.
As Figure 3 shows, the item veto frequently has the potential to influence legislative outcomes.
And as the rightmost columns of Table 1 show, this influence is frequently large.
[ Figure 3 about here]
The bottom half of Table 1 presents similar simulations, but with slightly different input parameters. In these latter simulations, the governor vetoes any proposal that does not grant her at least a 1.0 unit increase in utility. In addition, the legislature incurs a 10 util transaction cost for each issue dimension that it bundles into a single bill, reflecting the internal transaction costs that rise with bill complexity. 13 Although these conditions differ somewhat from those used in the model above, I present this variation to demonstrate the simulation's robustness to reasonable adjustments. Likewise, other reasonable modifications of this simulation's parameters do not change the general pattern in the results.
14 Simulations, of course, do not use real data, nor do they allow players to try strategies other than those they are programmed to use. Nevertheless, these simulations are valuable inasmuch as they illustrate the aggregate outcomes that we might expect the model given above to produce if the legislature and governor play this game repeatedly. My multidimensional model, like Carter and Schap's (1990) two-dimensional model, showed that item vetoes would only matter under special circumstances. These simulations show, however, that those "special" circumstances actually occur very frequently, especially as dimensionality rises, but also in only two or three dimensions. My simulations return this result even when issues are randomly paired together by nature into a single bill. If a legislature were strategically choosing which issues to bundle, we might expect these "special" circumstances to arise even more often.
Discussion McCubbins (1985, 1988) showed that the veto power gives executives only a limited influence over legislative outcomes: Executives can limit legislative action, but they Line item vetoes produce the same dimensionality-reducing effect. Forty-four states allow item vetoes, although 30 limit their use to appropriations bills (Wall 2008, 185-6) . In states where item vetoes are restricted to certain types of bills (such as appropriations), their dimensionality-reducing effect would obviously be limited to those bills. 15 But at least in those circumstances where item vetoes may be used, they would have the same effect as single subject rules when it comes to strengthening the governor relative to the legislature. No matter how many issues may be bundled into a single bill, the presence of an item veto forces the outcome to be the same as if each issue were handled separately.
These findings suggest that the anecdotes related above about Gerald Ford, George W.
Bush, and Ronald Reagan may not have arisen by accident. Members of Congress have had many years to discover that they can avoid presidential vetoes by tucking irrelevant provisions that the president finds distasteful into larger bills that the president supports. What is striking about these anecdotes is not that Congress bundled unrelated issues, but that these presidents took the unusual step of issuing a veto as a result. More often, presidents routinely sign bills filled with hundreds or thousands of pork projects and other riders even after complaining about the total level of pork. Almost all states have constitutional provisions that limit the legislature's ability to bundle unrelated issues, such as a single subject rule or an item veto. There are no similar dimensionality-reducing institutions in the U.S. Congress. Other things being equal, then, we might expect the American president to have less influence over legislative outcomes than most American governors. +38.2% Note: The governor's and legislature's ideal points and the location of the status quo are n-dimensional points defined by a vector of integer coordinates drawn from a normal distribution N(0,100). 
